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Introduction 

This advisory report is the output of a visit undertaken by Nick Lawrence of 
the Wild Trout Trust (WTT), over approximately 800m of the river Stour 

(single bank) and 100m of the North Winterbourne (double bank) at 
Millmoor Farm, Sturminster Marshall in Dorset. A walkover of the site was 

carried out on behalf of the owner to advise on opportunities for habitat 

and fishery enhancement. 

Comments in this report are based on observations on the day of the visit 
and discussions between the owners and Nick Lawrence. Throughout the 

report, normal convention is followed with respect to bank identification i.e. 
banks are designated Left Bank (LB) or Right Bank (RB) whilst looking 

downstream. The walkover assessment started at the downstream end of 

the reach and worked upstream. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Map 1 Map of the River Stour at Millmoor Farm



Catchment and Fishery Overview  

The River Stour is a 60.5 mile (97 km) long river which flows through 

Wiltshire and Dorset. It rises from greensand springs at Stourhead where 

it is impounded into a series of artificial lakes and drains southeast through 

the Blackmore Vale to Gillingham and Blandford Forum. At Blandford, the 

river flows through the chalk ridge of the Dorset Downs, and from there 

flows southeast into the heathlands of southeast Dorset. At Wimborne 

Minster it is joined by the River Allen and finally by the river Avon before 

flowing into the English Channel at Christchurch Harbour.  

Over its course, the Stour flows over three distinct geological formations. 

Initially rising from sandstone, the Stour flows through a predominantly 

clay catchment which transitions to white chalk of the Dorset Downs near 

Blandford Forum. Near Wimbourne Minster the catchment geology changes 

to a mixture of sand, silt and clay. The change in geology changes the 

physical and chemical characteristics of the river which in turn affect the 

river’s ecology. The Stour supports a diverse range of fish species including 

barbel, chub, grayling, perch, pike, dace, roach, rudd, bream, trout and 

even salmon, the latter making a comeback after populations crashed in 

the 1970s.  

The most recent (2019) Water Framework Directive status for this section 

of the River Stour classifies the river as having ‘poor’ ecological status. The 

issues preventing the section of the Stour from reaching ‘good’ ecological 

status are primarily related to water quality. Full details of the Water 

Framework Directive data are available on the Environment Agency’s, 

Catchment Data Explorer: Stour (Middle d/s Pimperne Brook) | Catchment 

Data Explorer | Catchment Data Explorer 

The most recent (2019) Water Framework Directive status for the section 

of the North Winterbourne inspected classifies the river as having ‘bad’ 

ecological status. The issues preventing this section of the Winterbourne 

from reaching ‘good’ ecological status are primarily related to water 

quantity (drought & abstraction) and physical modification. Full details of 

the Water Framework Directive data are available on the Environment 

Agency’s, Catchment Data Explorer: North Winterbourne | Catchment Data 

Explorer | Catchment Data Explorer  

The map below shows the Stour Catchment, with the ecological status of 

the constituent waterbodies and their WFD status, as classified under 2016 

cycle 2 data. A brief description of the three main sections of the catchment 

and the issues and reasons for failures is also featured. 

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108043016052
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108043016052
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108043015990
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108043015990


 

Map 2 WFD data on the Stour catchment 

The Millmoor Farm reach has also been highlighted within the Middle and 

Lower Stour Restoration Plan (SRP) Middle and Lower Stour River 

Restoration Action Plan.pdf as requiring habitat restoration (code RS16 

Reach 16 pages 49-50). Listed restoration options include a combination of 

channel narrowing, bed raising and re-profiling as well as riparian tree 

planting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/nikpi/Downloads/Middle%20and%20Lower%20Stour%20River%20Restoration%20Action%20Plan.pdf
file:///C:/Users/nikpi/Downloads/Middle%20and%20Lower%20Stour%20River%20Restoration%20Action%20Plan.pdf


Habitat Assessment 

At the downstream end of the fishery, below the island at Millmoor Farm, 

the river here (Photo 1) looks in fine shape with a good steady gradient, 
relatively clear gravel substrate and beds of water crowfoot (Ranunculus 

Sp.). There is a thick marginal fringe on the LB due to historic restoration 
works in the form of a rock berm. The marginal fringe has colonised around 

the rocks, and downstream, and will be providing good cover for juvenile 

fish. This is an excellent environment for supporting wild trout and a prime 

example of a range of habitat features that support wild fish.  

The Environment Agency (EA) Dorset Stour Juvenile Salmonid Report 2019, 

notes that the island at Sturminster Marshall has habitat that is utilised by 
salmon parr, so it’s important to improve and conserve this environment. 

The salmon are not known to frequent the upper river upstream of 
Blandford due to man-made barriers, which makes the middle and lower 

river even more important to sustain salmon numbers.  

 

Photo 1 High quality trout habitats: water crowfoot, overhanging willows 

on the RB and lush emergent vegetation on the LB. 

The LB is under a different ownership (understood to be the National Trust 

(NT)) and the buffer fencing is set too close to the edge of the river, 
reducing the development of favourable habitat, particularly tree 



regeneration / succession. Ideally, any future fencing would allow a more 
generous margin to create a buffer between the field and river, and prevent 

the marginal fringe being browsed across the fence. Additional tree planting 
would be beneficial to the river corridor, providing more shade and a supply 

of woody material to diversify habitats, supporting recommendations within 

the SRP. 

 

Photo 2 Adjacent to the island: hands-off management and nature has 

created an oasis of woody habitats which have scoured the bed in places 

creating prime adult fish territory.  

The island which is effectively cut off from grazing animals and Millmoor 

Farms buffer strip on the RB, has produced some of the best habitats that 

can be witnessed (Photo 2). The lack of grazing on the island has allowed 

mature wooded habitats to develop, particularly willow, and nature has 

gifted them into the river in a number of areas. Where this has happened 

it creates incredible refuge areas that particularly large trout will be 

attracted to.  

The owners of Millmoor have started to use goats to graze the island to 

control the nettle growth, which has been successful in changing some of 

the plant communities. But care should be taken not to overgraze this area 

as they will ultimately supress future tree growth by browsing off saplings.  



 

Photo 3 Just downstream from the head of the island. Water crowfoot and 

overhead tree cover, excellent quality habitats for trout and invertebrates. 

 

Photo 4 The upstream extent of the island, plenty of naturally 

accumulating woody material on the front of the island and low willow 

cover on the RB. 



Moving upstream from the island, the river starts to become heavily 

impacted from previous dredging works (Photo 4). The river from this point 

on was similar, characterised by homogenous glide. Some beneficial habitat 

features for fish were present with low, overhanging cover and 

accumulations of woody material on the front of the island providing great 

refuge and shade. The LB also has a thick Phragmites bed, full of reed 

warblers, which should also be a haven for insects. Even within this semi-

manicured section where the owners have a BBQ area, the strimming has 

taken place relatively sensitively leaving a lush marginal fringe. 

Moving upstream to the uppermost section of the reach, the river has been 

historically heavily dredged, which has left the channel uniformly deep and 

incised with little flow variation. Habitat diversity was limited, and generally 

only where willow had manged to succeed, was there a variety of cover. 

Photo 5 shows a nice example of a willow that has partially collapsed and 

some branches are growing at water level. More incidences such as this 

would be highly beneficial to the reach.  

As noted in the EA SRP, this reach required significant works for it to 

function as a natural system. Techniques such as green/soft engineering to 

narrow the overwide channel and reinstatement of coarse bed material such 

as gravel would be beneficial. The high banks of the incised channel ideally 

require re-profiling to increase flood plain connectivity. Works such as these 

carry a large capital cost but should be an aspiration. Until suitable funding 

becomes available for such works, improving the buffer strips and 

biodiversity along the edge of the river is the next best thing to improve 

habitat for fish and invertebrates.  

As shown in Photo 6, tree cover in the upper reaches is particularly sparse 

on both banks, apart from the odd single tree. Millmoor Farm has a large 

buffer strip (photo 6), with no trees growing. This large area would benefit 

from riparian tree planting or woodland creation that could be incorporated 

into a stewardship scheme. Ideally, tree planting should aim for a mosaic 

of tree cover with a balance of around 40% dappled shade to 60% open 

areas, as illustrated in Photo 7. One particular aspect that will be important 

is planting of willows within the marginal fringes, in an attempt to get trees 

growing in a similar fashion to photo 5, providing low cover and possibilities 

for a future supply of woody material.  

 

 

 



 

Photo 5 The dredged uniform channel does have pockets of willow cover 

which will be highly valuable. Tree cover is sparse within this reach. 

 

Photo 6 Looking towards the upstream boundary: wide green buffer from 

arable crop, but no tree cover. This area, would benefit from a riparian 

planting scheme.  



 

Source: Keeping Rivers Cool, Environment Agency (2016) 

Photo 7 Suggested riparian planting to create a mosaic of tree cover 

producing dappled shade across the channel. 

The final area visited was a short section of the North Winterbourne, from 

the confluence with the Stour up to the driveway of Millmoor Farm. As noted 

in the catchment overview, this watercourse is in ‘bad’ ecological condition, 

largely owing to water quantity through over-abstraction and drought. 

Physical modification is a factor too, this reach through Millmoor having 

been modified through straightening and dredging, disconnecting it from 

the floodplain. However, through hands-off management, some high-

quality habitats have developed, particularly low willow cover as a result of 

trees collapsing into the channel (Photos 8 & 9). Areas such as this should 

be conserved as any clearing of the channel can degrade these natural 

habitats.  

Moving upstream, the straightened, incised channel (photo 10) was 

impeding the development of natural habitat such as boggy marginal areas 

and a meandering planform. This small reach could be highlighted for future 

re-meandering work which would improve habitat quality within the reach 

and restore this small chalkstream into a more naturally functioning 

system.  

As can be seen in photo 10, the fence has been moved further back, and a 

few alders have been planted within this strip to enhance tree cover, which 

will be beneficial to the river and biodiversity in general. With the banks 

being so high in relation to the water level, owing to the previous dredging, 

they have now become colonised with nettles, these plant communities can 

only be changed through re-meandering and reconnecting the floodplain. 



 

Photo 8 Fantastic low willow cover at the confluence of the North 

Winterbourne with the Stour. 

 

Photo 9 Further upstream on the North Winterbourne, this crack willow is 

providing good refuge over a deeper pool. 



 

Photo 10 Improved buffer strip on the RB. With tree planting, this will in-

time provide benefits to the river. 

Around the uppermost point of the North Winterbourne visited, a footpath 

crosses the river. This has attracted paddlers such as children and dogs. 

With this increased footfall there has been increased erosion, widening the 

channel and degrading it. A few options could be used to repair the damage 

but also enhance this as a wildlife area (see recommendations section).  



 

Photo 11 Uppermost point visited on the North Winterbourne. The 

footpath and dog access has increased bank erosion within this area and 

further degraded the already straightened and uniform channel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recommendations: 

 

• Continue to employ hands-off management, leaving fallen trees 

within the river. Retaining fallen trees provides important ecological 

and fishery benefits. Due to the previous hands-off management, 

areas of extremely favourable habitats have developed.  

• Continue to exclude cattle from the watercourses by maintaining 

fenced, wooded buffer zones. 

• Engage with the NT who own the right bank to see if larger buffer 

zones and additional tree planting schemes could be incorporated on 

their bank. This would be more beneficial than simply a planting 

scheme on one bank. WTT could help here with an introduction.  

• Consider Countryside Stewardship options and potential for assessing 

future alternatives to arable production in the upper end of the reach.  
• Consider a possibility of a larger restoration in the North 

Winterbourne reach, to the confluence with the Stour, consisting of 

re-meandering, reconnecting the flood plain, woody material 
additions. See example below from the River Bulbourne in 

Hertfordshire (Photos 12 & 13). 

 



 

Photos 12 & 13 Example of remeandering project (before and after) on 

the River Bulbourne, Hertfordshire.  

• Consider a planting scheme within the buffer strip at the upper end 

of the reach, that in time will provide the river with shade and a future 
supply of woody material. It is understood that Wessex Water are 

proposing a project here which aligns with WTT’s advice. One other 
route for possible funding is through DEFRA and their woodland 

creation scheme: 5 How it works - Countryside Stewardship: 
Woodland Creation and Maintenance grant manual (from 9 February 

2021) - Guidance - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

• Consider options for reducing dog erosion within the upper reaches 

of the North Winterbourne. One approach that can work well in high 

traffic areas is dog fencing to funnel the foot/ paw fall to a 

designated dog dip area that is hardened with locally sourced 

gravel/ stone. Example below in photos 14-17. The use of 

brushwood berms to try and re-establish marginal plants could work 

well in combination with a dog dip area.  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/countryside-stewardship-woodland-creation-and-maintenance-grant-manual-from-9-february-2021/5-how-it-works
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/countryside-stewardship-woodland-creation-and-maintenance-grant-manual-from-9-february-2021/5-how-it-works
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/countryside-stewardship-woodland-creation-and-maintenance-grant-manual-from-9-february-2021/5-how-it-works


 

Photos 12-15: Simple fencing can protect riverbanks from trampling and 
erosion by dogs and people and focus responsible ‘dog dipping’ activities 

at tailor-made, erosion-resistant steps and swimming areas. (Photos: 

Wessex Rivers Trust, and WTT) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Making It Happen 

Further assistance from the Wild Trout Trust is available in the form of: 

• A practical visit, which involves a visit from a WTT Conservation 

Officer to demonstrate the habitat improvement techniques outlined 

in this report. This enables recipients to obtain on the ground training 

in the appropriate use of conservation techniques and materials, 

including Health & Safety, equipment, and requirements. This will 

then give projects the strongest possible start, leading to successful 

completion of aims and objectives. Recipients will be expected to 

cover travel expenses of the WTT attendees. 

• Help obtaining the necessary consents for carrying out in-stream 

works, from either the EA (depending upon whether the river is 

designated Main River or not). 

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and 

PDF format on habitat management and improvement: 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/library 

The Wild Trout Trust has also produced a 70-minute DVD called ‘Rivers: 

Working for Wild Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of 

managing river habitat for wild trout, with examples of good and poor 

habitat and practical demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional 

sections of film cover key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, 

enhancing fish stocks and managing invasive species. 

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

https://www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-

dvd or by calling the WTT office on 02392 570985. 
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Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any 

loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any 

other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting 

upon guidance made in this report. 

 

Legal permissions must be sought before commencing work on site. These 

are not limited to landowner permissions but will also involve regulatory 

authorities and any other relevant bodies or stakeholders. Alongside 

permissions, risk assessment and adhering to health and safety legislation 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/library
https://www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd
https://www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd


and guidance is also an essential component of any interventions or 

activities in and around your fishery. 

 


